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Nivedita S. Niyogi draws on Educational Testing Service (ETS) research that
indicates how assessment can be used to support classroom instruction. She puts this
work in the context of recent theory and proposals to change the nature of testing and
assessment. Using the results of this classroom-based research, the author also out-
lines some of the challenges that lie ahead.

Ms. Niyogi's work on classroom assessment is published here in the Policy Infor-
mation Center's Policy Information Perspective Series, which encourages a combina-
tion of analysis and professional perspective. This work is also the foundation for
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of Classroom-Based Assessment, which is addressed directly to teachers, to help them
adopt documentation and portfolio methods in their classroom.
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When discussions about
education and education
reform veer away from
the daily activities of the
classroom, we lose sight
of the most impGrtant
stakeholders in educa-
tionthe learners.

Introduction

Classroom: the word conjures up images of rows of
desks where, as children, we were asked to sit quietly, to
pay attention to the big person at front of the room, to raise
our hands before speaking, and to refrain from socializing
with the little people around us. It conjures up the sound of
chalk against the blackboard and the smell of filings from
recently sharpened pencils, and it makes us think of other
words like teacher, homework, worksheet, textbook, pop
quiz, recess. The classroom remains in our minds as a
world unto itself, a distinct culture governed by its own
laws.

A world where some of us chose to quietly sit in the
back and others became the class clown or teacher's pet
it's where we found out that we were good at math or spell-
ing or that we were bad at science or geography. From our
own memories and individual experiences as learners, each
of us can recall successes and failureswe can recall the
people and circumstances that enabled us to learn, to
acquire knowledge in a meaningful way, and we can recall
obstacles that prevented us from understanding algebra or
grasping some assignment we were given.

Most of us have strong opinions about education, about
teaching and learning, because it is something we have all
been through and can identify withcertainly as students,
but also perhaps as parents or as educators. Furthermore,
Darling-Hammond (1989) asserts, "a more highly educated
populace has greater expectations of schools, and a more
knowledge-oriented economy raises both the costs and
benefits of school success or failure. Today, schools are
being held to account by politicians, the general public,
[businesses], and parents for results they should be
expected to produce and, often, for results over which they
have little or no control."

These increased expectations bring numerous new and
important issues into the educational arena. From concerns
about the pervasiveness of drugs and violence in our society
to school choice, multiculturalism, and the rhetoric of
national education goals, the arena is jammed with ideas
and demands from all sectors. However, when discussions
about education and education reform veer away from the
daily activities of the classroom, we lose sight of the most
important stakeholders in educationthe learners (stu-



Standing at the
intersection of instruc-
tion, assessment, and
accountability is the
learner.

However, the class-
room is rich with
assessment opportuni-
ties, and by taking
advantage of (or
exploiting) these
opportunities, teach-
ers, parents, and
policyrnakers gain
valuable insight into
student learning.
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dents, children). Standing at the intersection of instruction,
assessment, and accountability is the learner. If we recognize
this basic fact, then we are compelled to direct our attention
to the classroom, for "the classroom is the hub of teaching
and learning" (Perrone, 1991).

Communicating effectively with students, gathering
information for instructional decision making, gauging stu-
dent progressthe difficulty of pinpointing why a student
struggles with certain material or modes of learning and
succeeds with others. These remain the ongoing challenges of
the classroom, challenges that teachers encounter everyday.

Assessment is an important, and necessary, tool for
meeting these challenges. Vito Perrone, Director of Teacher
Education at the Harvard Graduate School of Education,
states that, "student evaluation is basic to student growth,"
but he also points out that much of what currently passes for
evaluation "doesn't get particularly close to student learning"
and that test scores do not necessarily provide teachers or
policymakers with the type of information they need.

Vivian Wallace, a teacher from Central Park East I (CPE
I) Elementary School in New York City, expresses part of the
problem from the teacher's vantage point. Describing how
assessment practices have changed at CPE I in the past two
decades, she says that teachers used to view assessment "as
something formal and rigidly standardized. . .a mandate
from afar, implemented mechanically, and distant from the
needs of teachers and children alike" (Chittenden and
Wallace, 1992). Although this perception of assessment has
changed at CPE I, where teachers now employ a variety of
classroom-based evaluation methods, for many teachers,
assessment continues to be something that is externally
imposed and separat rrom their daily instructional practice.

"The bargain that has often been struck is that teachers
are responsible for instruction in the classroom, and that
someone elsethe district, the supervisor of curriculumis
responsible for assessment, which is shaped outside the
classroom" (Camp, 1992).

However, the classroom is rich with assessment opportu-
nities, and by taking advantage of (or exploiting) these oppor-
tunities, teachers, parents, and policymakers gain valuable
ins ght into student learning. Furthermore, as teachers
become ir) ore involved in shaping assessmentin examining
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Increasingly, among
educators and
policymakers alike,
there is a belief that
assessment should be
used not simply to judge
how much kids know
but to illuminate the
nature of their knowl-
edge and understand-
ings in order to help
kids learn.

the various types and purposes of assessmentthey also
gain a better appreciation of how it informs instruction and
affects the larger community of the school or district. De-
scribing the transformation of assessment practices at CPE
I, Chittenden and Wallace write about how rec-Ird keeping,
including observational notes and collections of children's
work, increased teachers' awareness. "We began to see that
the records of classroom life constitute the point of depar-
ture for evaluationwhether regarding the progress of a
child, the curriculum of the classroom, or the functioning of
a school. . . Changes in assessment methods need to grow
out of classroom experiences and discussions with col-
leagues."

Increasingly, among educators and policymakers alike,
there is a belief that assessment should be used not simply
to judge how much kids know but to illuminate the nature
of their knowledge and understandings in order to help kids
learn. "Testing is seen as being less about sorting and
selecting and more about offering information on which
students and teachers can build" (Glaser and Silver, 1994).
Common sense tells us that on-going, classroom-based
assessment can serve this purpose. Teachers interacting
with students will observe the nuances of their cognitive
growth and development over time, their individual
strengths and weaknesses in ways that would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to capture through standardized
or conventional testing alone.

As we think about assessment--our purposes for
assessment and our uses of assessmentwe must also
define our expectations for students, for teachers, for
schools and districts, and for the nation. We need to think
carefully and deliberately about what kind of information
we need froth assessments. To paraphrase Corrine Hill
(1991), we must question our educational goals and then
develop assessment methods to support these goals remem-
bering that the challenge is to improve children's learning,
not children's test scores.

In the following pages, we take a closer look at the role
of classroom-based assessment in this continuing challenge
facing teachers--and the wider education community.
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Purposes for Assessment

On any given day, in any given American school, one can
find some form of evaluation taking place. Traditionally, this
evaluation or assessment translates into testseither con-
ventional classroom tests with teacher-made questions or
large-scale, standardized tests with multiple-choice ques-
tions. Two major types of tests for two purposes: guiding
classroom instruction and monitoring school accountability.

Conventional wisdom used to be that assessment for
these two distinct purposes should be kept in separate com-
partments, but in recent years, educators and reformers have
begun to recognize the problems that arise from the disjunc-
ture between large-scale assessment and ongoing classroom
instruction and assessment. There is widespread concern
that, with the proliferation of standardized testing in the
past few decades, externally mandated testing for account-
ability purposes is not only impinging on classroom time but
also adversely affecting instructional priorities. (Camp,
Glaser and Silver, Perrone, Resnick and Resnick)

According to recent estimates, American students take
127 million state and/or district mandated, standardized
tests annuallythis averages to about three tests per year
per student. Administrators and policyrnakers use these test
scores to monitor how well students are doing in a given
subject in comparison to their peers; frequently, these scores
are used as the basis for critical decisions that influence not
only schools, but also individual students. Consequently,
teachers are under pressure to prepare their students to do
well on high stakes, large-scale achievement tests that are
"fundamentally measures of recall and recognition" (Glaser
and Silver, 1990). The discrete tasks of most standardized,
multiple-choice tests make it difficult to measure complex
skills and abilities.

Despite the prevalence of standardized tests and the
weight placed on them, there is a growing consensus that
"they are narrow measures that don't & justice to the child
as a developing person" (Corrine Hill, 1991). New under-
standings about human learning from cognitive science and
educational research provide compelling reasons to seek
alternative forms of assessment. Glaser and Silver write
that "Cognitive research has pointed to the constructive
nature of human learning, the complex nature of expertise
related to specific subject areas, the power of intuitive con-



Learning is an cctive,
continuous process of
connecting ideas and
informationthe
lear ler is constantly
trying to make sense of
new knowledge in terms
of previous experiences.

ceptions, and the limitations of school knowledge for appli-
cation in nonschool settings."

This body of research tells us that learning is not a
passive activity; students do not simply absorb information.
Learning is an active, continuous process of connecting
ideas and informationthe learner is constantly trying to
make sense of new knowledge in terms of previous experi-
ences. To cultivate student learning in the classroom cul-
ture, and in our educational system, we must recognize that
"Learners increase their competence not simply by accumu-
lating new facts or skills at rates determined by relatively
immutable aptitudes, but by reconfiguring knowledge
structures, by automating procedures and chunking infor-
mation to reduce memory loads, and by developing strate-
gies and models that tell them when and how facts and
skills are relevant" (Mislevy, 1992).

If we wish to promote critical thinking and problem-
solving skills, to foster creativity and cooperative learning,
and to integrate instruction among different subject areas,
we must not only expand our modes of instruction, but also
investigate multiple forms of assessment. As Daniel and
Lauren Resnick (1989) have bluntly stated, "whether we
like it or not, what is taught and what is tested are inti-
mately related. . . . if we put debates, discussions, essays,
and problem-solving into the testing system, children will
spend time practicing those activities."

By broadening our definition of assessment and our
conception of how it relates to instruction, we set the stage
for the most basic type of educational reformreform at the
classroom level.

Defining Our Terms

In his article, "Authentic Assessment, Evaluation and
Documentation of Student Performance," Edward
Chittenden (1991), a senior research psychologist at Educa-
tional Testing Service (ETS), notes that it is important to
take stock of language and to consider meanings we may
ascribe to some critical termsto highlight distinctions to
serve as a framework for discussions. This is good advice,
particularly because the rhetoric of reform is constantly
expanding and adopting new termsfrom descriptors such
as alternative, authentic, naturalistic, and/or performance
assessment to more functional terms such as por folio and
documentation.
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. . assessment is a
process of gathering
information to meet a
broad range of evalua-
tion needs and differs
from testing in that it
uses multiple indica-
tors and sources of
evidence.
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Let's begin with the descriptive terms, which by and
large attempt to distinguish these alternative forms of assess-
ments from standardized, primarily multiple-choice, paper-
and-pencil tests. The terms authentic and performance are
often used interchangeably to describe assessments that
engt- ge students in more "hands-on" type activities and
require them to create a product or construct a response.
Performance assessments can encompass anything from
essay questions and math problems to science experiments,
speeches, and art projects.

Naturalistic assessment refers to evaluation that is
rooted in the natural setting of the classroom and involves
observation of student performance and behavior in a less
structured., more informal context.

Chittenden also draws our attention to the word assess-
ment itself. As defined in the Encyclopedia of Educational
Evaluation (Anderson et al. 1975), assessment is a process of
gathering information to meet a broad range of evaluation
needs and differs from testing in that it uses multiple indica-
tors and sources df evidence. Consequently, it is critical to
remember that an assessment program by definition should
employ some breadth and variety of strategies and proce-
dures for observing, collecting, and evaluating student work
and student learning.

So, what are some forms of alternative assessment, and
how are they used? For the past several years, from indi-
vidual schools to entire states, there has been increasing and
widespread interest in the use of portfolio assessment. Port-
folios are purposeful collections of student work over time in
a particular subject area, and they can take many forms from
a simple file folder to a computer disk.

One of the most illustrative examples of portfolio assess-
ment is the Arts PROPEL project. Back in 1987, teachers in
the Pittsburgh school district joined forces with researchers
from Harvard University and ETS to develop a new system
for assessing performance in writing, visual arts, and music
classes. The resulting system allows teachers to monitor and
evaluate students' performance over the course of a year
using process-portfolios. While some portfolios only contain
students' best work, in Pittsburgh portfolios also include
drafts, notes, unsuccessful attempts called dead ends, and
student self-evaluations. The Arts PROPEL portfolios mirror
a classroom culture where the focus is on artistic develop-



Documentation also
helps teachers. . .

Teachers have access to
a great deal of informa-
tion about children and
often what they need is
not new information but
rather better ways of
collecting and using
what they already have.

"Documentation can be
seen as a first step in the
development of an
alternative assessment,"
Chittenden says.

ment through production, perception, and reflection. Stu-
dents learn about the concepts and methods central to a
subject, and they apply these ideas in their own creative
projects. Then, working together, students and teachers
develop standards for group and self-evaluation.

Documentation, a process of classroom observation and
recordkeeping, is a term and a method that Chittenden and
his colleagues like to use in their work in schools. The
process engages teachers in recording observations and
collecting work samples over time, across learning modali-
ties, and in coordination with colleagues. Documentation
also helps teachers capitalize upon assessment opportuni-
ties that occur in the daytoday life of the classroom.
Teachers have access to a great deal of information about
children and often what they need is not new information
but rather, better ways of collecting and using what they
already have.

Documentation can increase teachers' awareness of the
possibilities for informal evaluations that teachers may not
otherwise think of as "assessment." For example, records of
children's conversations and samples of their writing, col-
lected over time, reveal changes in the nature of their
understandings. These kinds of informal evaluations often
remain undocumented, and consequently, the potential for
assessment programs that build upon teachers' classroom
practices often remains untapped.

Chittenden believes that documentation procedures
underscore the importance of inquiry and reflection in both
teaching and evaluation. Teachers record and listen to
children's discussions. They collect samples of student work
in a variety of media, and then review and discuss these
multiple forms of evidence in meetings with their col-
leagues. Documentation in many ways is more akin to
research than educational evaluation because it calls for an
inquisitive mindset; teachers look not just for information
about a particular child, but moreover for information
about the general nature of children's learning and modes
of expression.

"Documentation can be seen as a first step in the devel-
opm ent of an alternative assessment," Chittenden says.
"After you have been engaged in that process, you can then
develop procedures that are more test like." Some portfolio
projects have followed this course.

7



. . while it is true
that if the goals and
methods of assessment
are at odds with
instruction they will
inevitably corrupt
instruction, integrat-
ing assessment with
instruction to promote
active models of
learning and higher.
order thinking skills is
as complicated as it is
necessary.
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"For example, in South Brunswick, New Jersey, my
colleagues and I have been working with teachers who are
going to use what they've learned through their experiences
with documentation to design a set of embedded instructional
assessment activities in their own science units."

"In documentation your first concern is not 'Is this kid
where she ought to be?' Your first question is 'What's this kid
up to?' But when you're evaluating as teacher or parent, your
question is more along the lines of 'Is this kid coming along,
is she learning the sort of things we want her to learn?' Now
you've crossed the line from inquiry into evaluation, from
documenting into assessing, and teachers need to do both."

"The problem is that in most of our school systems people
feel pressure to evaluate the kids," Chittenden explains, "but
they never do the first step, the inquiry. And even with some
of the portfolio projects, there still can be the rush to collect
stuff and score it. This may be better than just testing, but I
would argue, especially in elementary education, that you
need the two documentation and evaluationas compo-
nents of assessment."

Assessment as Teacher Development

ETS senior research scientist Drew Gitomer, who served
as a project director for Arts PROPEL, and Professor Richard
Duschl from the University of Pittsburgh are currently work-
ing with the Pittsburgh public schools to de-:elop a portfolio-
based instruction and assessment system for middle-school
science classes.

In their article "Strategies and Challenges to Changing
the Focus of Assessment and Instruction in Science Class-
rooms," Gitomer and Duschl call our attention to the implica-
tions of assessment reform for teaching. They assert that
while it is true that if the goals and methods of assessment
are at odds with instruction they will inevitably corrupt
instruction, integrating assessment with instruction to pro-
mote active models of learning and higher order thinking
skills is as complicated as it is necessary.

Gitomer says that complications arise because "the
rhetoric [from educational research and advocates of reform]
is far ahead of current practice, and in order to restructure
instruction and assessment, we have to redefine and negoti-
ate the intellectual demands being placed on teachers."



. . . without extensive
professional develop-
ment for teachers,
classroom practice will
only mirror the most
superficial characteris-
tics of reform. . .

"The connection between
professional develop-
ment and assessment
reform, especially at the
primary level, is insepa-
rable."

Integrating instruction and assessment requires teachers to
fundamentally shift their instructional approach, to
reshape their learning environments, and to commit to
making students' ideas, actions, products, and conversa-
tions, and assessments about them, the focus of the class-
room. And in order to make this shift, teachers need to
participate in a variety of development activities that help
them expand their own knowledge, skills, abilities. They
need to be able to draw upon a body of professional exper-
tise that incorporates subject matter expertise with diverse
strategies for eliciting student ideas, engaging student
interest, and guiding student learning. He cautions that
without extensive professional development for teachers,
classroom practice will only mirror the most superficial
characteristics of reform, where students engage in hands
on activities in various disciplines, such as science and
writing, without the corresponding activities of reasoning
and communicating within and across disciplines.

"Disciplines pose different questions, engage different
processes, have different rules of evidence, and varying
forms of communications," notes Gitomer. "Unfortunately,
many teachers have not had an opportunity to experience
the disciplines they teach in a full sense that goes beyond
the surface. If we wish to achieve a deeper and more com-
plete context for learning, then creating opportunities for
the current and future teaching population to experience
the full activity of their discipline is critical to educational
reform."

From his extensive experience and ongoing work with
various New York and New Jersey school districts involved
in curriculum and assessment reform, Chittenden concurs
with the argument that assessment reform and professional
development for teachers must be linked. "Teachers' powers
of observation and record keeping are critical. When you're
designing an alternative assessmentI don't care how
glitzy it isif you're not dealing with that fundamental
question of how to help teachers become better observers,
more responsive to kids, then you haven't really addressed
the crux of the matter," says Chittenden. "The connection
between professional development and assessment reform,
especially at the primary level, is inseparable."

"I can argue for assessment reform, such as involving
teachers in documentation activities, that is essentially a
professional development activity. Now that's often a hard



"Teachers should also
be inquirers into the
phenomena of the
learning process."
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thing to sell to the public or to funders because it sounds like
what you're saying is that assessment is just training for
teachers, and in effect that is precisely what I'm saying. By

: involving teachers in that closer look and study of the kids,
you promote and enhance their assessment capabilities, they
become better assessors," adds Chittenden.

In a similar vein, Howard Gardner, Professor of Educa-
tion at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, writes
about his experiences in the five year collaborative project
with Harvard's Project Zero, ETS, and the Pittsburgh Public
Schools. ".Arts PROPEL began with a focus on assessment.
We wanted to assess potential and achievement in the arts,
and we hoped to move beyond the often wooden standardized
instruments that been used even in domains where they are
manifestly inappropriate. But as in other projects, we soon
came to the realization that it is pointless to conduct any
assessment unless students have acquired knowledge, skills,
and understanding that are worth assessing. In short, Afts
PROPEL became a project in curriculum and in teacher
education, as well as a set of assessment tools" (Gardner,
1991).

The Powers of Documentation

For two days in the summer of 1994, teachers from
Philadelphia, New York City, South Brunswick, and Trenton
gathered together at ETS headquarters in Princeton to share
their classroom experiences and their professional expertise.
They brought armloads of children's drawings, paintings,
logs, and journals. These teachers are collaborators in a
three-year investigative project that explores young
children's science learning. Funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and directed by Chittenden, the project
employs naturalistic methods for observing, recording, and
reviewing children's activities and work.

"Teachers and researchers play different roles, but they
are not mutually exclusive," says Chittenden, "Teachers
should also be inquirers into the phenomena of the learning
process." The complexity of running a classroom and of deal-
ing with institutional demands can ordinarily work against
inquiry and reflection. The experience of careful observation
and thoughtful examination of children's learning is gener-
ally not part of the professional life of many public school
teachers.

I 6



. . every teacher has a
theory, but they are not
always aware of it.

Chittenden and ETS research scientist Jacqueline
Jones are working with teachers to document how elemen-

; tary school children express their interests and ideas con-
cerning the physical world. This project promotes teachers'
theoretical knowledge of children's learning grounded in
their own classrooms and emphasizes a collaborative
process.

"Our purpose is to find out what kids are up to as they
go about learning science. Much of the project work, par-
ticularly in the first year, revolved around children's lan-
guageclass discussions, informal conversations, and talk.
As a matter of fact, we found the children's talk so interest-
ing that we continued to devote a lot of time to it in the
second year, but we also began to look at children's artwork
and other materials," explains Chittenden.

Participating teachers have been recording class dis-
cussions about topics such as 'Where have you seen-shad-
ows?" and "What have you noticed about otir caterpillars?"
Through these discussions, teachers begin to see patterns
in the children's questions and comments. Certain ideas,
perceptions, and/or misconceptions emerge and provide
instructional cues or a clearer sense of children's prior
experiences and knowledge.

One kindergarten teacher spoke of how, through her
involvement in this project, she began to see science as
vehicle for teaching young children a variety of skills and
integrating content. "Science is something the kids feel
confident about. Water, the sun, the moon, etc.these are
things they know something about and are familiar with.
Through drawings, discussions, and other activities in
science, I can teach them observational skills. They have a
frame of reference in science, and it's a good starting point
for other areas I need to cover in class. In Trenton, I often
find that my kids come to kindergarten and they Cion't
know what colors, letters, shapes arethe material I'm
supposed to coverbut through science I can hook into
what they know and feel confident about," she explained.

"Teachers' understanding and theoretical knowledge is
pivotal and has a powerful effect in the classroomevery
teacher has a theory, but they are not always aware of it.
You're teaching from assumptions, and these assumptions
are critical to the processes of instruction and assessment,"
explains Chittenden. For the teachers involved in this

11
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one thing and having
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in your own classroom
is another thing."
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project, documentation serves as a mechanism for examining
their theories about teaching and learning through the tan-
gible evidence of their own students' work.

To get a feel for the promise and the potential of this
type of project, we have to listen to the teacherstheir spir-
ited discussions gave ample evidence that this project is at
once expanding student assessment and providing a profes-
sional development opportunity to participating teachers. As
one teacher from the Bronx stated, "This project helps me as
a teacherit confirms my beliefs. It helps me see a process
because through documentation I have evidence of how chil-
dren see things. We see their development not just in theory
but in practicereading Piaget is one thing and having
firsthand knowledge in your own classroom is another thing."

"Teachers need opportunities to be able to come together
and talk not only about what's happening in their individual
classrooms but also what's happening across classrooms,
across grades, and, if possible through projects like this,
across schools and districts," says Jones. To facilitate more
intimate discussions, at certain points during the conference,
the teachers from different schools and different grades were
divided into small groups. Below is an excerpt from one of the
small group discussions where teachers describe activities
they conducted in their classes and compare notes about
instructional methods.

*

Pam (kindergarten): As a class project, the children made
ice cream, prior to this I read them a story about Mr. X and
following directions.

After we the made the ice cream, I gave the kids two assign-
mentsfirst the kids wrote what ingredients we used in their
own language and then they made drawings of the process,

the steps involved.

Lynda (kindergarten): Your kids can spell?

Pam: Most of the students can spell phonetically, but they
do ask for help from time to time.

Lynda: We did a water unit, and I asked the kids, "What do
we use water for?," and we talked about it, and then they
each did a watercolor painting. As they were painting, I



walked around asking them what they were painting, and
they were concentrating so they spoke in short fragments.
It was interesting to see that nonverbal kids often express
themselves best in these other medums such as art work
and do better than some of my more verbal kids. I have
some kids that talk like second graders but they don't have
the fine motor skills. It made me realize that kids need to
express themselves in different ways.

Julie (combined grades K-2): I find that often kids will
talk more if I ask them open-ended questions.

Lynda: I think this was more because I was interrupting
them, and they were getting annoyed. They were basically
trying to get me to leave them alone to concentrate on
their paintings.

Another project we did involved writing a story as a class
we had done some things about bears, and then I had the
kids make up a story together and draw pictures for it and I
wrote it up for them. They loved that projectthey were
really proud of themselves.

One of the words in the story is market. One of the boys is
from the islands and when he first said it, the other kids
didn't know what it was because we would usually say
supermarket or grocery store. But I left it in, and they

learned a new word.

Pam: Another thing I've noticed is a change in dynamics
when kids are talking to each other they are much more
gregarious but when sitting more formally in a group,
talking one by one, they grow more quiet and a little

nervous.

Lynne (grade 2): Videotape helps to catch informal,
ongoing activity in the class.

Julie: I have 10 special ed. kids of different ages, ranging
from kindergartners to second graders. We made a class

cookbook. What I've noticed are some developmental
differences, in terms of maturity. The five-year-olds repeat
themselves a lot, they hook into one striking thing, and
that's it. They'll ask the same question about different
thingsit becomes their way of making sense of things.

Also as we were making different recipes, the kids would
light up whenever something related to their home experi-
ences, the recognition factor was very important. If they



recognized an ingredient or a brand name, they would get
excited.

One boy had his grandmother come in and make soup, and
he kept asking everybody, "How do you like my sou.p?" He
wanted to assist his grandmother at every step and do
everything she was doingbrought out a real sense of pride
and accomplishment.

I think in early childhood children learn and express them-
selves in so many different waysemotional, verbal, visual,
kinestheticand you have to be responsive to that. We did a
taste testall different soups and I asked the kids to really
pay attention to the taste, smell, texture and then when we
had a diecussion about what everybody had observedthe
kids were really intent on listening to each other.

Wendy (grade 1): We did our spring booklet and a water
bookletthese are a combination of drawings, writing, and
comments the children made to me. We discussed where
does the snow go when it melts, the sun and moon, etc.
Working in pairs they made crossword puzzles of water
wordsthey said it was the hardest thing they've ever done.
I gave them little dictionaries to help with the spelling. It took
them a lot of time and effort.

Yvonne (grade 2): It's my first year with second graders.
I've been teaching for 13 years but in the upper grades. We
did a lot about aninials and living things. I was amazed by
the round robin discussions for all the science projectsyou
can see them learning to listen to each other. Kids can really
tell you how they see the world.

In the beginning of the year, we used a talking stick in our
round robin discussions, to take turns and wait and listen to
others but by the end of year it was amazing to see how the
kids had learned to control themselves and really take turns
talking.

I think the Kid Talk activities [where teachers record open-
ended class discussions] are very helpful and I think they
made me realize, learn about myself. It makes it easier to
get into the kid's minds, ideas.

Kid Talk was great but as I heard myself [on tape], I realized
what a horrible teacher I was. It was like 'shut up, Yvonne',
just shut up and listen to them!! So it also made me more
aware of how I was interacting with kids, helped me to be a

better teacher.
U
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The other thing that
working on this project
really makes you realize
is that you have to cover
topics more than once
and make connections
and go back to things,
otherwise the kids forget
ityou have to spend
time on things.

For me it was really a learning experience to work with
these second graders, it's so different. By the time I used
to get kids in the fourth grade they had already been
taught that children should be seen and not heard.
The other thing that working on this project really makes
you realize is that you have to cover topics more than once
and make connections and go back to things, otherwise
the kids forget ityou have to spend time on things.

Tracey (substitute): I worked with kids from all different
grades, and I used a lot of music and movement with the
kids. I also used folktales and the kids would just light up,
you could see their eyes get real big.

The kids really enjoyed doing hands-on things where they
could touch and feel and really have a sense of ownership.
We mele butter, and we did an apple experiment that they
really got excited about. We cut open these apples and left
them on the window sill. At one school, I asked the kids to
do drawings of living things on the playground, and I asked
tnem how do you know they're alive.

It was interesting to see the different things that appealed
to different age groups. With the kindergartners I'd use this
Disney-like voice, and it would hypnotize the kids, but the
second graders preferred a more hip hop/rap style.

[Chittenden raised the issue that while there is merit to
open-ended questions and activities, kids often need
structure, boundaries. Beginning teachers need models to
structure activities and kids respond to a certain degree of

structure.]

Jerri (combined grades 1-2): Children naturally tend to
team up and help each other, go to each other. When we
were doing shadows and light you could listen to the kids

trying out their ideas on each other and trying to make

sense of things.

One of the kids said, 'when you die, your shadow dies,' but
then another kid said, `no if they lift your coffin, there will

be a shadow!'

We also studied life cycles and the kids each had a
caterpillar in a jar to observe and keep a journal about. We
also used Dan's data sheets (a running series of drawings

and facts).
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I think we have to
remember that, in
science, adults have a
lot of misconceptions
and what kids hear
from "authority"
figures influences
them.

Every school district is
like a foreign culture.
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Lynne: This is my first year with a single age class. I have
all second graders. We started out with shadow and light.
The first assignment I gave the kids was to tell me what you
know and draw a picture. I wanted to see what they thought.
Then we went out to the playground several times during the
day and traced shadowseach time the kids stood in the
same place and noted the change of position, size, and
direction of the sun in relation to the shadow. Also in the
back of the class, .1 set up a lamp and a construction paper
figure so the kids play with the light source and decipher a
relationship.

I think we have to remember that, in science, adults have a
lot of misconceptions and what kids hear from "authority"
figures influences them. I even see it if one kid in class talks
with a lot of confidence and is assert've, the others believe
him and will start nodding their heads in agreement.

* * *

"It's fascinating when we have these NSF conferences to
watch these teachers from very different places come
together and talk, because their worlds are very different,"
says Jones. "There are a lot of forces that impinge on the day-
to-ck y life of teachers, a lot of variables affect what happens
in the classroomthe level of support from administrators
and the community for doing different things, the resources
teachers have available to them, the level of autonomy, the
diversity of the student population, and so on. Every school
district is like a foreign culture."

"For example, there is a videotape of a conversation in a
K-1 class in New York at Central Park East. That shows a
great deal of student discussion. When people see the tape,
they are often amazed that children that young can listen to
each other," Jones explains. "That's the kind of culture that
has been carefully created in the classrooms at Central Park
East. Now, if we take that videotape to a very different
school, they may ask where is the teacher, and why isn't the
teacher teaching?"

Later in the conference, the teachers set up galleries of
student work. After viewing the work from each other's
classes, they shared their observations about the nature of
different projects and how students responded to them. For
instance, in a project where first graders were asked to draw
a picture, write a sentence, and tell their teacher where the



"Educational assess-
ment is currently in the
process of invention
Old models are seriously
being questioned. New
models are in the
process of development."

rain goes, in most cases, what the children said was much
more revealing than what they wrote. One teacher also
pointed out that a great deal of testing begins in first grade
and the children get worried about what's right and wrong
when they are given an assignment.

On the second day of the conference, Chittenden and
Jones gave out green sheets asking the teachers to reflect
on the work they had been conducting in their classrooms
and to give specific examples of how documentation has
affected their int, 'auction. As the teachers went off to fill out
their green sheets, they were talking to each other about
how the documentation process had made them more reflec-
tive and thoughtful. They spoke of how it broke them away
from rigid unit structures and helped them realize how
imperative it was for their students to make connections. It
made them realize that teachers have to go back to things
throughout the year, and they can't assume that at the end
of x number of weeks every kid will know a given set of
things.

In this, the third and final year of the project,
Chittenden and Jones will be working with the participat-
ing teachers to develop materials and procedures that can
be used by other schools and by teacher education programs
for the study of children's learning.

Challenges Ahead

In 1992, Joan Herman wrote, "Educational assessment
is currently in the process of inventionOld models are
seriously being questioned. New models are in the process
of development. Everyone is talking about it. Everyone is
advocating it. Lots of people are trying it. No one really
knows how to do it. We are truly inventing the future as we
go along." In 1995, that statement continues to serve as an
accurate status report from the assessment front.

There are many more questions to be asked, explored,
and, eventually, answered about assessment reformand
its implications for various stakeholders in our educational
system. And, while it is true that we are in the process of
invention, which involves quite a bit of trial and error, it is
also true that we are not in completely uncharted ter-i-
toryespecially if we keep our eye on the classroom.

If we listen to the educators and researchers who are
implementing change at the local level, we may begin to
have a better idea about what types of questions we should
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. . we have to learn
about the local cal-
tureth.is means
building in time for
inquiry that will
subsequently inform
and shape instruction
ana assessment
decisions.

Educational reform
and professional
development ought to
be inextricably bound
together.
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be asking. "If assessment for instruction grows into or in-
forms assessment for accountability, it forces us to pay more
attention to what's happening inside the classroom and to
improve it. We will have a system where the learning process
drives instruction instead of the testing process. It will help
to keep our priorities in order," says Chittenden. And it will
help us to remember that lea/ ners are the most important
stakeholders in education.

The long and winding road to assessment, and perhaps
more importantly, education reform, begins and ends in the
classroom. What follows are a few guideposts from the inter-
section of instruction and assessment:

Understand and respect local culture. It is critical to
remember that before we can implement change or reform
in a classroom, school or district, we must have a clear
picture of where we are and what we're dealing with in
terms of available resources, prevalent attitudes, beliefs,
values, community expectations, and so forth. In other
words, we have to learn about the local culturethis
means building in time for inquiry that will subsequently
inform and shape instruction and assessment decisions.

No single model for implementing reform is going to work
in all classrooms, schools, or districts. In order to foster a
classroom culture that builds on the varied know ledge and
experiences students bring with them, we must build on
the knowledge and experiences of teachers, administrators,
and parents in our local C01111111inities.

Provide teachers opportunities to develop as professionals
to expand their subject matter and pedagogical expertise as
well as to exchange ideas and experiences. Educational
reform and professional development ought to be inextrica-
bly bound together. If we wish to reduce the gap between
rhetoric of reform and classroom practice, we must invest
in teacher development. This is not only a matter of creat-
ing more time for professional development but also of
using tho available staff development/inservice time in new
and different ways that support new modes of instruction
and assessment in the classroom. For example, teachers
need time to collectively think about how to establish
criteria for student work and how to judge quality as
instruction and assessment become more entwined.



Teachers also need
opportunities to engage
in professional
discourse.

Teachers also need opportunities to engage in profes-
sional discourseto share and learn from each other's
classroom experiences, to review and discuss student
work, and to examine their views on teaching and learn-
ing. We need to create forums for these discussions that,
at minimum, cut across grades and, ideally, cut across
schools and districts.

Explore and develop a variety of ways of communicating
results. We must remember that by definition an assess-
ment program should employ a breadth and variety of
strategies and methods for the collection and evaluation
of student work to meet a variety of needs. If we believe
that conventional testing and test scores alone will not
suffice, and if we are committed to exploring new modes
of instruction and assessment to improve student learn-
ing, then we must also explore new methods of communi-
cating about student work.

If we pursue more authentic and naturalistic foi ms of
assessment, discussions about student work become
more grounded in actual classroom products. Teachers,
administrators, and parents can focus on the more quali-
tative aspects of student learning and achievement, and
there may be less debate about numbers and scores.

Obviously, the level of detail that is useful for classroom
practice and informative for students and their parents
would be burdensome for policymakers and public
accountability purposes. We will still need to aggregate
different levels of information for different audiences,
depending on whether we're discussing an individual, a
class, or a district. The challenge is to distill the informa-
tion in a meaningful way for the needs of various stake-
holders and decisionmakers without diminishing our
classroom goals and priorities.
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